
BUYING GUIDE

Setino Topper
At the base of sleeping



Key
The T.Silk®  toppers
• Guarantee perfect alignment of the spine
• Guarantee limitation of pressure points
• Guarantee relaxation of the muscular system
• Guarantee relaxation of the back/neck/chest muscular system
• Promote natural breathing
• Fight allergies naturally
• With Setino they act as a balancer of the duvet body temperature
• Avoid the perception of heat and humidity of the mattress
• Favour the transpiration of the skin and scalp
• Do not create accumulation of heat and humidity
• Do not cause accumulation of humidity, a favourable condition for the proliferation of mould and 

mites bacteria
• Thermoregulate the nocturnal physiological system
• Especially in the version with T.Silk® silk Exterior, they favour regeneration and repair of skin and 

hair tissues

Coefficient of thermophysiological comfort
This represents the equilibrium value of two quantities: thermal resistance (capacity to retain heat)
and evaporative resistance (degree of breathability). It is a complete index. Scale of values between
0 and 1. A value of 0 means that the product has absolutely no breathability. A value of 1 means
that the product has the thermal resistance and water vapour resistance of an air layer of equal
thickness (excellence).

Comfort index T.Silk®

From 0 to 0.20
Uncomfortable. Product responsible for the perception of
coldness given by the sweating/cooling/sweating cycle

From 0.20 to 0.40
Critical comfort with heat build-up and vicious cycle of
sweating/cooling/sweating

From 0.60 to 0.80
It keeps the pillow/head/neck/shoulders temperature constant,
letting it transpire and allowing no accumulation of humidity

From 0.40 to 0.60
Minimum comfort.
Unstable balance between heat and perspiration.

From 0.80 to 1.00
It keeps the pillow/head/neck/shoulders/body temperature
constant, letting it transpire. Perfect thermoregulation and lack of
moisture accumulation. It puts a natural fibre in contact with the
body with physiological healing and well-being elements



100% Silk T.Silk fabric with silky
proteins (Fibroin and Sericin)
Alternatively, very fine cotton canvas

Perimeter band in very fine cotton with
elastic bands to adhere perfectly to any
mattress

Setino Topper Soft

Setino Topper Extra Soft

EXTERIOR

EXTERIOR

PADDING

PADDING
100% Silk T.Silk fabric with silky
proteins (Fibroin and Sericin)
Alternatively, very fine cotton canvas

Perimeter band in very fine cotton with
elastic bands to adhere perfectly to any
mattress

Soft/compact topper ergonomic construction. Perfect head/neck/spine alignment
and perfect adaptation to the morphology of the body. Reduction of pressure points
and SimplyMove construction to facilitate minimal movements at night. Reduces, in
combination with T.Silk Pillow, the pressure on the neck muscles.

Soft/compact topper ergonomic construction. Perfect head/neck/spine alignment
and perfect adaptation to the morphology of the body. Reduction of pressure points
and SimplyMove construction to facilitate minimal movements at night. Reduces, in
combination with T.Silk Pillow, the pressure on the neck muscles.

Padding in 100% Silk T.Silk 150g/m2

Thickness 4/6 cm

Padding in 100% Silk T.Silk 300g/m2

Thickness 5/8 cm

Exterior Silk T.Silk

T.SILK COMFORT INDEX®

Exterior cotton

T.SILK COMFORT INDEX®

Exterior Silk T.Silk

Exterior cotton



Setino Topper Fly

ESTERNO IMBOTTITURA
100% Silk T.Silk fabric with silky
proteins (Fibroin and Sericin)
Alternatively, very fine cotton canvas

Perimeter band in very fine cotton with
elastic bands to adhere perfectly to any
mattress

Topper max balance softness and support. Natural and natural ergonomic construction. 
Perfect head/neck/spine alignment and perfect adaptation to the morphology of the 
body. Reduction of pressure points and SimplyMove construction to facilitate minimal 
movements at night. In combination with T.Silk Pillow, it reduces the pressure on the 
neck muscles.

Padding in 100% Silk T.Silk 400g/m2

Thickness 9/13 cm

T.SILK COMFORT INDEX®

Exterior Silk T.Silk

Exterior cotton




